LEARNROLL
CLASSIMMERSE

PRACTICAL AR & VR
SCIENCE FOR
CLASSROOM
LEARNING AND
TRAINING
Classimmerse

APP AVAILABLE ON
OCULUS GO
Classimmerse VR is a FREE app on
Oculus GO which will provide
educators and teachers free and paid
lessons and trainings that can be
augmented as part of a classroom
lecture or lesson.

XR INTERACTIVE

VOICE AND AI

Classroom lessons in science and
engineering uses various forms of
interactions based on lesson types
Lessons are communicated using
videos, simulations, hands-on
interactives mobile based XR.

AI and NLP is used to create engaging
and informative materials that can be
effectively used to train and self learn
in various languages using voice
tech .They can be used to supplement a
Q&A based learning session.

VIRTUAL REALITY
Learning and Training
Virtual Reality for education and training has
been debated for years - Will future students
learn and engage in "Virtual Classrooms" only ?
Will other forms of real world learning cease to
exist ?VR enabled technologies will supplement
learning as a very effective tool very similar to
Mobile or Tablet based learning. Teachers and
Instructors will need to use it based on their use
cases and communication styles in the classroom.
AR learning using Mobile or Tablets is an assistive
technology aided learning method.

CLASSIMMERSE

ABOUT US

TESTIMONIAL

Learning and Training

LEARNROLL LLC was founded in Nov 2015 to
create platforms and solutions that provide
immersive learning environment for schools,
higher education and training.. The company was
founded by parents & technologists who wanted
their own children develop critical problem solving
skills. Most of the team members have more than 2
decades of industry expertise in technology,
education and training industries.We were
awarded STEM Entrepreneur Challenge award in
2018 for improving proficiency in science
education.We were also provided a mini grant by
NSF/NJIT.

OUR VISION
Our goal is to use immersive technologies for science and
engineering engagement in classrooms, skill building and
patient & medical education

ClassImmerse is an outstanding platform
for student learning. The integration of
artificial intelligence and virtual reality
is the next step in the development of
immersive classroom materials and
lessons. Additionally, advancements like
this can be used in the future to bring the
highest quality education to students in a
range of socio-economic groups.
Dr Kevin Merges,Global Executive
Director, Rutgers Preparatory School, AR
& VR Evangelist for education/learning
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